Tageos submits new RFID inlay for certification

Tageos (www.tageos.com), the French manufacturer of innovative RFID UHF paper labels with RFID part directly assembled at the back of the paper label, has formalized today its participation to the RFID 4 fashion certification program of RFID Lab (http://www.rfidlab.unipr.it/it/rfid4fashion/).

TAGEOS products can be used either as ready to use adhesive & printable paper labels or as dry inlays to be converted by RFID converters. The company has provided 500 labels of its EOS 300 RFID tag to be tested against the protocol developed by fashion board of advisors’ members

“We will start with the EOS 300, which is the tag designed specifically for apparel”, states Nicolas Jacquemin Vp marketing and sales Tageos, “but we have other inlays suitable for industry that could be certified soon”

Full deliverable of test results is expected from September 15th 2012. More details are available at info.rfidlab@unipr.it